
添削例 

 

July 15th in 2008,  

Fine 

 

Before long, The summer holidays will comebe here before long. What should shall I do this 

summer? I' am an examineegoing to be take taking college an entrance examination exams 

for a college next year, . Sso it I should probably follows that I will have to prepare for itget 

ready for those. 

 

This afternoon I took a period of Japanese classicsClassics. I like the subject because I can 

study learn about how Japanese people felt perceived nature and beauty in the medieval and 

early modern periods. It wa’s quite impressive to know that there were a variety of senses or 

ways of thoughtthinking. I was wondering if I havewhether to take a summer course of in 

Japanese classics Classics at a preparatory school. 

 

But I’m have so tired because I had three practice matches at for lacrosse club after school 

yesterday. I have felt serious muscular pain in theMy arms and sides really ache,. S so I 

guessed I should cut theskip practice and go to Karaoke karaoke with Tomomi.  

 

I know a very cheap Kkaraoke bar place in Shibuya and – I often enjoy go there and singing in 

a loud voice therely. It was terribly hot, and that we dropped by a Starbuck’s in front of the 

station. We had a nice time chatting; it made me wish, so I hoped my schooldays won’t be 

overwould never end. (196 words) 

 

Feedback 

This is a great diary in terms of English expression. The author communicates his/her 

thoughts clearly and in detail in a standard of English that is easy to understand.  

 

Advice 

“I have felt serious muscular pain” is grammatically correct, but it’s not what a native speaker 

would say. For native English, consider the following: 

 “My arms and sides really ache” 

 “My arms and sides are still sore” 

 

“Wish” is for unreal situations, and “hope” is for desired results. Examples: 

I wish I lived in Hawaii. 

I hope I pass the exam! 

 “It made me hope wish my schooldays would never end”     

 

For regular activities or general truths, use the simple present tense:  

The iPad is a great piece of technology.  

After I get up, I take a shower.  

 “It was It’s quite impressive to know that…”   


